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Today, binaural and monaural beats are offered over the Internet or by mental health institutes 
to improve wellbeing or cognitive functioning. This improvement is explained by the assumption 
that the brain adapts its brainwave frequency to the frequency of the auditory beat. The present 
study examined the effects of binaural and monaural beat stimulation on attention and working 
memory in high and low emotional participants. A group of 24 participants (16 females, 8 males) 
between 19 and 31 years old (M = 22.33, SD = 3.42) performed a Flanker task to measure attention 
and a Klingberg task to measure working memory while listening to white noise (WN), 40 Hz gam-
ma binaural beat (BB) and 40 Hz gamma monaural beat (MB). Speed of performance on all three 
levels of difficulty of the Flanker attention task was faster under the BB and MB condition than 
under WN. No differences were found between BB and MB conditions. With respect to the quality 
of performance on the Flanker attention task and the Klingberg working memory task no signifi-
cant differences under the WN, MB, and BB condition were found. Finally, as participants with low 
or high emotionality did not respond differently to BB and MB under any of the conditions, effects 
of BB and MB seem similar in high and low emotional participants. The present study supports the 
notion that faster attention processing may equally be attributed to the influence of BB and MB.
Further research is recommended to gain more insight in the role of factors such as duration of 
stimulation of BB and MB, frequency range, most appropriate carrier tones, and the role of person-
ality traits.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, society is characterized by a lot of distraction due to the use 

of electronic devices like smartphones. As a consequence, people are 

searching for methods to help them focus. One frequently used method 

for increasing focus is the creation of a nondistractive environment, for 

example listening to specific audio files which can create a focused or 

relaxed state of mind. These audio files usually contain music or nature 

sounds, accompanied by tones that aim to influence brainwave activ-

ity in such a way that listeners are better able to focus. This method, 

called auditory beat stimulation (ABS), uses pulsating auditory stimuli 

to induce a frequency-following brainwave response. Many years ago, 

it was already suggested that ABS can elicit entrainment of brainwave 

activity (Lane, Kasian, Owens, & Marsh, 1998). The assumption is that 

the brain can adapt its brainwave frequency to the frequency of the 

auditory beat by a synchronization process between neural activity and 

the auditory stimuli (Wahbeh, Calabrese, & Zwickey, 2007). For exam-
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ple, when listening to a 20 Hz binaural beat, the frequency of brainwave 

activity should change to 20 Hz. 

Long before the application of ABS, dynamic attending theory 

(DAT) proposed synchronization of endogenous perceptual rhythms 

with temporally structured sequences of external stimuli, generating 

expectancies for future events (Jones, 1976). This theory further ad-

dressed the issue of how neural rhythms may be exploited by an or-

ganism to enable attentional coordination with the dynamic external 

world (Large & Jones, 1999).

Later, electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalogra-

phy (MEG) studies have directly examined the role of endogenous os-

cillation. For instance, MEG and EEG studies revealed that fluctuation 

in induced beta- and gamma-band power synchronized with periodic 

and metrical rhythms, revealing sensory and anticipatory responses to 

tones (Fujioka, Trainor, Large, & Ross, 2009; Snyder & Large, 2005). 

Additional EEG studies, using the steady-state evoked potential (SS-

EP) found that a periodic rhythm produced a sustained response in the 

delta band and meter imagery stimulated an additional subharmonic 

resonance corresponding to the metric interpretation (Nozaradan, 

Peretz, & Mouraux, 2012a). In addition, complex rhythms were found 

to elicit multiple SS-EPs in the EEG spectrum at frequencies corre-

sponding to the rhythmic pattern envelope. Moreover, the amplitude 

of the SS-EPs at pulse and meter frequencies was selectively enhanced, 

suggesting a role for neural oscillations in pulse and meter induction 

(Nozaradan, Peretz, & Mouraux, 2012b). These studies of MEG- and 

EEG- recorded delta, beta and gamma band responses to auditory 

rhythms confirm predictions of the DAT. Thus, it can be concluded 

that the hypothesis of neural resonance to musical rhythms originally 

proposed by Jones (1976) has been supported by the results of subse-

quent behavioral and electrophysiological studies (Jones, 2009; Large, 

Herrera, & Velasco, 2015).

It has been suggested that entrainment of ongoing neural oscilla-

tions may be a potent mechanism for the brain to generate temporal 

predictions and to aid active perception (Obleser, Henry, & Lakatos, 

2017). Entrainment to music is shared by humans of all cultures and 

involves a large network of brain structures. It is a highly complex 

activity, which involves auditory, visual, proprioceptive and vestibular 

perception, also requiring attention, motor synchronization, perfor-

mance, and coordination. (Nozaradan, 2014). However, the concept of 

rhythm is not well defined yet. Although rhythm is frequently assumed 

to refer to isochrony, that is, strict regularity, many studies on neural 

entrainment did not use isochronous sequences but allowed for sub-

stantial jitter between distinct stimuli (Obleser et al., 2017).

Because of the hypothesized capacity of the brain to synchronize 

its brainwave frequencies with the rhythm of periodic external stimuli, 

ABS has been suggested to elicit particular states of awareness, resulting 

in an increase of people’s cognitive functioning or a change in state of 

mind (Marsh, Worden, & Smith, 1970; Mathewson et al., 2011; Will & 

Berg, 2007). Three types of ABS can be distinguished: isochronic tones, 

monaural beats (MBs) and binaural beats (BBs). Isochronic tones are 

tones that turn on and off with evenly-spaced intervals, creating a beat 

with a frequency depending on the length of the intervals. Isochronic 

tones are similar to monaural tones in that they are combined into a 

cohesive listening experience before they reach the ear. Because of their 

predictable patterns, isochronic tones are supposed to be a hallmark of 

rhythm making them an effective type of beat in brainwave entrain-

ment (Obleser et al., 2017).

In contrast, MBs are generated by simultaneously presenting sine 

waves of two different, neighbouring frequencies to both ears and BBs 

are generated by presenting the sine waves of neighbouring frequencies 

to each ear separately. Unlike with BBs, MBs also use two different fre-

quencies (e.g., 400 Hz and 440 Hz, but they are merged together within 

one headphone speaker and presented to one or both ears at the same 

time (Becher et al., 2015; Chaieb, Wilpert, Reber, & Fell, 2015; Oster, 

1973). The presentation of two frequencies results in a perceived single 

beat in a frequency that equals the difference between the two beats. 

For example, when a 380 Hz beat and a 420 Hz beat are presented at 

the same time, a beat of 40 Hz is perceived (Colzato, Barone, Sellaro, & 

Hommel, 2017; Schwarz & Taylor, 2005).

There is a slight difference in neurophysiological processing of BBs 

and MBs: BBs are referred to as central beats because the interaction of 

the auditory stimuli most likely occurs in the superior olivary nuclei in 

the brainstem (Draganova, Ross, Wollbrink, & Pantev, 2008). Neurons 

in the brainstem are sensitive to phase shifts between both ears. When 

these phase shifts occur, brainstem neurons fire action potentials which 

correspond in rate to the phase difference between both ears (Chaieb 

et al., 2015). In MBs, the auditory stimuli interact in the cochlear and 

are therefore called peripheral beats (Draganova et al., 2008). From the 

cochlear, the auditory stimuli are relayed to the cochlear nucleus on the 

brainstem and to the auditory cortex. 

Currently, it is still unclear whether presenting BBs leads to a fre-

quency following response of the presented frequencies or whether it 

evokes different responses in the brain. Gao et al. (2014) presented BBs 

in delta (1 Hz), theta (5 Hz), alpha (10 Hz), and beta (20 Hz) band fre-

quencies to 13 healthy participants. Each type of BB was presented for 

5 min at a time, with 2-min breaks in between. Participants were asked 

to keep their eyes closed while listening to the BB, without perform-

ing any task; EEG was recorded during the whole experiment. Gao et 

al. found an increase in relative power (RP) of theta and alpha band 

EEG and a decrease in RP of beta band EEG after presenting delta and 

alpha band BB. Furthermore, they found a decrease in RP of beta band 

EEG after presenting theta band BB and they found a decrease in RP of 

theta band EEG after presenting beta band BB. These results indicate 

that there was no frequency following response of the presented BB. In 

addition, connectivity changes in the brain were examined.I Increased 

anterior-posterior intra-cerebral connectivity in the theta band was 

observed under delta, alpha, and beta BBs. These effects suggest that 

BBs could affect functional brain connectivity, but not necessarily by 

inducing a frequency-following response.

A small number of studies examined the relationship ABS and at-

tention in healthy people. Results of these studies are conflicting. For 

instance, Lane et al. (1998) studied whether BBs affected performance 

on a vigilance task. On three different days, 29 volunteers listened to 

pink noise, beta (16 and 24 Hz) and theta/delta (1.5 and 4 Hz) for 
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30 min while performing a vigilance task. Results showed that in the 

delta BB condition, more targets were detected and fewer errors were 

made, compared to the theta/delta BB condition. This indicates that 

high frequency BBs seem to affect vigilance more than low frequency 

BBs. Additionally, the monotonous task was found to lead to negative 

changes in mood in all conditions, but these were less pronounced 

when beta range BBs were presented, as compared to theta or delta 

range BBs. The authors suggest that beta range BBs may in particular 

reduce the negative mood effects when performing an unexciting task 

(Lane et al., 1998). In a more recent study, high frequency (40 Hz) BBs 

were presented to 36 students (22 female, 14 male; aged 18–28 years 

old) and it was shown that the presentation of these BBs increased at-

tentional focusing (Colzato et al., 2017). In contrast, in a placebo con-

trolled study in healthy adults, no significant differences were found 

between the BB group and control group on any of the presented atten-

tion tasks (Crespo, Recuero, Galvez, & Begona, 2013).

In addition, the relationship between ABS and memory has been 

studied, with contrasting results. In one study, 4 healthy participants 

listened to a 7 Hz (theta) BB for 30 min with an overlay of rain sound, 

or to rain sounds only (Wahbeh, Calabrese, Zwickey, & Zajdel, 2007). 

Results showed that immediate recall memory was significantly 

decreased in the experimental condition compared to the control 

condition, which suggests a negative effect of BB on memory. In con-

trast, participants undergoing a 12-minute BB stimulation of 9.55 Hz 

achieved a significant increase in the capacity of their working memory 

(Kraus & Porubanová, 2015) and a series of 5 Hz BBs twice a day for 

15 days resulted in improvement of immediate word recall (Ortiz et 

al., 2008). Another controlled study showed that listening to 15 Hz 

BBs increased response accuracy on a visual-spatial working memory 

task, while the three control conditions and 5 Hz and 10 Hz BBs all 

decreased accuracy (Beauchene, Abaid, Moran, Diana, & Leonessa, 

2016).

With respect to the effects of BB on cognition, most evidence 

available concerns the effects of BB on attention and memory. Present 

meta-analytic evidence indicates that alpha, beta, gamma, and theta BB 

exposure improves the performance on attention and memory tasks 

(Garcia-Argibay, Santed, & Reales, 2018).

In addition, a number of studies exploring the effectiveness of BBs 

on anxiety levels were included in the meta-analysis of Garcia et al. 

(2018). The included studies of Padmanabhan, Hildreth, and Laws 

(2005), Wahbeh, Calabrese, Zwickey et al. (2007) revealed that theta-

frequency BB reduced anxiety scores compared to the control group, 

and lead to an increase in quality of life scores. McConnell, Froeliger, 

Garland, Ives, & Sforzo, (2014), who recorded heart rate variability 

when participants were exposed to theta-frequency BBs, found dif-

ferences in the sympathetic and parasympathetic activities compared 

to the control group, which, in turn, indicated a greater self-reported 

relaxation. Isik, Esen, Buyukerkmen, Kilinc, & Menziletoglu, (2017) 

demonstrated that a 10 min exposure to theta-frequency BBs reduced 

anxiety levels prior to a dental operation compared to the control 

group that listened to a blank tape. The results of the meta-analysis on 

these studies confirmed the efficacy of BBs in the reduction of anxiety 

scores after delta/theta exposure. Other studies, which focused primar-

ily on brain activity during high levels of anxiety, mention relatively 

reduced theta activity and relatively increased beta activity (Engelbregt, 

Keeser, Promes, Verhagen-Schouten, & Deijen, 2012; Guevara et al., 

2018; Kara & Polo, 2014; Schicho & Pogarell, 2014). It is therefore 

important that while studying BB, researchers pay attention to pos-

sible side effects. For example, researchers studying the effects of 40 

Hz frequency BB should be attentive of possible increases in anxiety 

levels of participants.

The aim of the current study was to establish the effects of a 40 Hz 

gamma frequency MB and BB on attention and memory. We focused 

on attention and memory in healthy participants because the effects 

of BBs on these cognitive skills have been previously studied mainly 

in healthy participants, which allows for obtaining more conclusive 

evidence. Moreover, as BBs have been found to decrease anxiety levels, 

it may well be true that the effects of BBs on cognition may be different 

for participants with different levels of anxiety. Therefore, we included 

measurements of the Emotionality scale of the HEXACO-SPI, high 

scores indicating fear of physical dangers, anxiety in response to life's 

stresses, need for emotional support from others, empathy, and senti-

mental attachments with others (De Vries, Ashton, & Lee, 2009) 

In our study, we used white noise as the control condition because, 

by definition, its power spectral density is constant and does not de-

pend on frequency (Garcia-Argibay et al., 2018). However, white noise 

has been found to differentially affect cognitive performance. For in-

stance, white noise improved the performance of executive function 

tasks in subattentive children and worsened the memory and executive 

performance in superattentive children, while the performance of nor-

mal-attentive children was unaffected (Helps, Bamford, Sonuga-Barke, 

& Soderlund, 2014). With respect to the pleasantness of the auditory 

environment, it was found that task performance was closely related to 

the participants’ feelings of pleasantness of the noise. In healthy partici-

pants, short-term memory task performance increased when they felt 

the white noise was pleasant while performance decreased in the group 

that felt the noise was unpleasant (Hiwa, Katayama, & Hiroyasu, 2018). 

To control for these unpredictable effects of white noise in the con-

trol condition, we masked the MB and BB conditions with white noise. 

In this way, the possible positive or negative cognitive effect of white 

noise could be assumed to be present in all three conditions. However, 

as a BB masked in pink noise or white noise was found to have similar 

effects on cognition as an unmasked BB (Garcia-Argibay et al., 2018), 

the present masking of ABS could be considered not to alter the poten-

tial cognitive effects.

All in all, by comparing MBs and BBs against white noise, we aimed 

to compare two conditions with active auditory stimulation in which 

auditory beats supposedly enhance the performance and white noise 

acts as a neutral stimulus (Goodin et al., 2012). Notably, a number of 

studies in this field have also used white noise as a control condition 

(Dabu-Bondoc, Vadivelu, Benson, Perret, & Kain, 2010).

We chose to examine the effects of this frequency band because 

(a) 40 Hz is related to the highest level of consciousness (Kaiser & 

Lutzenberger, 2005), (b) it seems to have maximal steady state respons-
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es (Schwarz & Taylor, 2005), (c) it may enhance information transmis-

sion from one brain region to another (Fell & Axmacher, 2011), and (d) 

it has been shown to increase attentional focusing and visual working 

memory (Colzato et al., 2017).

Additionally, we hypothesized that participants with high emotion-

ality scores would benefit more from ABS based on the findings cited 

above that the level of anxiety declined during or after ABS. 

METHODS

Participants

Twenty-four healthy participants (8 males, 16 females) with 

higher education, aged between 18 and 35 years (M = 22.3;  

SD = 3.42), participated in the study. Participants were recruited by 

using the social networks of the experimenters. All had normal or 

corrected-to-normal sight and none of the participants reported a 

history of hearing problems or psychiatric disorders. They were not 

allowed to use medication or drugs before or during the experi-

ment.

Instruments
The Emotionality subscale of the HEXACO-SPI personality 

questionnaire (De Vries et al., 2009) was used. This self-reported 

personality questionnaire is a Dutch adaptation of the HEXACO 

model (Lee & Ashton, 2004).

Two cognitive tests were presented on an tablet, a Flanker task 

and a Klingberg test. The Flanker task is an attention and inhibition 

test based on the Eriksen Flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974). 

Instead of using letters, as in the original Flanker Task, arrows were 

used as target stimuli. The test consisted of three stages. Before each 

stage started, written instructions appeared on the screen, followed 

by practice trials. In the first stage, five green arrows appeared on 

the screen. Participants were instructed to press one of the two 

arrow-shaped buttons on the bottom of the screen that pointed in 

the same direction as the middle arrow. In the second stage, five 

red arrows appeared. This time, the participants were instructed to 

press the button that pointed in the opposite direction as the middle 

arrow. In the third stage, five arrows appeared again, this time either 

green or red. Participants were instructed to press the button that 

pointed in the same direction as the middle arrow if the arrows 

were green, or the button that pointed in the opposite direction 

as the middle arrow if the arrows were red. In all three stages, the 

participants were instructed to press the correct button as fast as 

possible. The reaction times (RTs) and number of errors were taken 

as output variables. 

The Klingberg task is a visuospatial working memory test, based 

on the Corsi block-tapping test (Bouma, Mulder, Lindeboom, & 

Schmand, 2012) and consisted of two series. In the first series, par-

ticipants were presented with a 4 × 4 square grid. A yellow dot ap-

peared for 2250 ms in random order in two different squares, with 

an interstimuli interval of 750 ms. Participants were then asked to 

follow the pattern by tapping the same squares in the same order. 

If the pattern was replicated correctly, the yellow dot appeared two 

times again. The pattern increased in length and difficulty in sub-

sequent stages after correctly replicating the sequences of at least 

three out of four trials within one stage. The task ended when two 

mistakes were made within the same stage. The maximum reached 

stage was taken as the output variable. In the second series of the 

test, squares needed to be tapped in a reversed order to the one 

they were presented in. Again, by tapping the squares in the correct 

order, higher, more difficult stages could be achieved, but the test 

ended when two mistakes were made in the same stages. The maxi-

mum reached stage was taken as the output variable again.

Auditory Beats
The white noise, MBs and BBs used in the experiment were created by 

the IT department of the Vrije Universiteit. The sounds were presented 

on a tablet, through wired headphones with separate channels for right 

and left ear. Auditory volume was adjusted to a comfortable listening 

level (speech volume). The selected frequencies for the MB and BB 

were 440 Hz and 480 Hz. As a consequence, the perceived frequency 

was 40 Hz. To create the MB, both frequencies were broadcast through 

both channels. To create the BB, 440 Hz was broadcast through one 

channel and 480 Hz was broadcast through the other channel. The BB 

and MB were masked with white noise.

Procedure
Participants were instructed not to drink any coffee or tea or other 

drinks that contain caffeine at least 2 hr prior to testing. Testing took 

place in a quiet environment in a home setting. Participants were 

informed about a sham condition, but not about the presence of 

BBs and MBs. First, they were asked to fill out a paper version of the 

HEXACO-SPI. Subsequently, participants put on the headphones 

and their age and gender were recorded on the tablet. Auditory vol-

ume was adjusted to a comfortable listening level (speech volume). 

We used a within-subject cross over design, that is, all participants 

performed under all three conditions: white noise (WN), BB (40 

Hz; 440 and 480 Hz), and MB (40 Hz; 440 and 480 Hz).

Participants started with listening to white noise. Then, the BB 

and MB condition were presented. The order of BB and MB was 

randomly counterbalanced across participants; one half started 

with the BB, the other half with the MB. All conditions started with 

the Flanker task, followed by the Klingberg task. Conditions were 

separated by a 2 min break. To minimize learning effects, there were 

three parallel versions of the Klingberg task. The Flanker task was 

randomly predefined. When participants had finished the tasks, 

they were asked to report ow they had experienced the tasks and 

the sounds. Testing took about one hour.

Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. 

This study was positively assessed by the Scientific and Ethical 

Review Committee of the Faculty of Behavioral and Movement 

Sciences of the Vrije Universiteit.
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Statistical Analysis
Before testing the hypotheses, we assessed the normality of the 

dependent variables with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Its results 

were significant for almost all variables, indicating that normality 

was not achieved. Therefore, we decided to apply the nonparametric 

Friedman test of differences among repeated measures to compare 

the total group scores under each condition (WN, MB, and BB). In 

the cases the Friedman test was significant, pairwise comparisons 

between conditions were made by means of the Wilcoxon signed 

ranks test and effect sizes were calculated (r = z / sqrt(N).

Thereafter, we used the median split to make a distinction be-

tween low- and high-emotional people. To avoid large differences 

in gender in these two groups, we made this distinction between 

low and high emotionality separately for men and women. We 

merged high-emotional men and women and low-emotional men 

and women, establishing groups of high- and low-emotional partic-

ipants. Friedman tests (and, if appropriate, Wilcoxon signed ranks 

tests) were ran separately for the low- and high-emotional groups. 

The dependent variables were: (a) the number of errors and mean 

RTs for each condition (WN, MB, BB) and for each level of the 

Flanker Task, and (b) the maximum reached stage of the Klingberg 

task for each of the three conditions and the two series. Data were 

analysed using SPSS version 22.0.

RESULTS

First, to determine the presence of order effects (the BB or MB con-

dition), Wilcoxon signed ranks tests were applied on all dependent 

variables separately for the BB-MB and the MB-BB order. There were 

no significant effects between MB and BB in orders of presentation  

(p > .05), excluding the presence of learning effects between these con-

ditions. Non-parametric Friedman tests of differences among repeated 

measures regarding the RTs of the Flanker task yielded significant ef-

fects for the lowest stage, Χ2(2) = 16.08, p < .001, the medium stage, 

Χ2(2) = 18.08, p < .001, and the highest stage of difficulty, Χ2(2) = 21.70, 

p < .001). Regarding all stages of difficulty, the Wilcoxon signed ranks 

tests indicated significant differences between MB and WN as well as 

BB and WN conditions (MB vs. WN: Z = −3.86, p < .001, r = −0.79; BB 

vs. WN: Z = −3.74, p < .001, r = −0.76 for the lowest stage, MB vs. WN: 

Z = −3.09, p = .002, r = −0.62; BB vs WN: Z = −3.49, p < .001, r = −0.71 

for the medium stage, and MB vs. WN: Z = −3.73, p < .001, r = −0.76; 

BB vs. WN: Z = −3.85, p < .001, r = −0.78 for the highest stage). All 

significant differences indicated a slower RT under the WN condition 

as compared to the MB and BB conditions. No significant differences 

between the MB and the BB were found. Results are shown in Figure 1.

We performed the same analyses regarding the RTs of the Flanker task 

separately for the low- (n = 12) and high- (n = 12) emotional groups. In 

FIGURE 1.

Median RTs and SDs under the white noise (WN), binaural beat (BB), and monaural beat (MB) condition on the three difficulty stages 
of the Flanker task.
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the low-emotional group, Friedman tests yielded significant effects for 

the lowest stage, Χ2(2) = 6.17, p = .046, the medium stage, Χ2(2) = 8.67, 

p = .013, and the highest stage of difficulty, Χ2(2) = 12.20, p = .002). 

The Wilcoxon signed ranks tests indicated significant differences on all 

levels of difficulty between MB and WN as well as BB and WN condi-

tions (MB vs. WN: Z = −2.35, p = .019, r = −0.68; BB vs. WN: Z = −2.43,  

p = .070, r = −0.76 for the lowest stage, MB vs. WN: Z = −1.25, p = 

.21, r = −0.36; BB vs. WN: Z = −2.20, p = .028, r = −0.63 for the me-

dium stage, and MB vs. WN: Z = −2.60, p = .009 r = −0.75; BB vs. WN:  

Z = −2.93, p = .003, r = −0.85). Notably, for the medium stage, no 

significant difference was found between the MB and WN. All sig-

nificant differences indicated a slower RT under the WN condition as 

compared to the MB and the BB conditions. No significant differences 

between the MB and the BB were found.

Similarly, in the high-emotional group, Friedman tests yielded sig-

nificant effects for the lowest stage, Χ2(2) = 10.17, p = .046, the medium 

stage, Χ2(2) = 10.50, p = .005, and the highest stage of difficulty, Χ2(2) 

= 9.60, p = .008). The Wilcoxon signed ranks tests indicated significant 

differences on all stages of difficulty between MB and WN as well as 

BB and WN conditions (MB vs. WN: Z = -2.30, p = .003, r = −0.86; 

BB vs. WN: Z = −2.28, p = .005, r = −0.81 for the lowest stage, MB vs. 

WN: Z = −2.98, p = .003, r = −0.86; BB vs. WN: Z = −2.67, p = .008,  

r = −0.77 for the medium stage, and MB vs. WN: Z = −2.70, p = .007,  

r = −0.78; BB vs. WN: Z = −2.67, p = .008, r = −0.77 for the highest 

level). All significant differences indicated a slower RT under the WN 

condition as compared to the MB and BB conditions. No significant 

differences between the MB and the BB were found. Notably, all effect 

sizes for significant effects were large according to Cohen’s classifica-

tion of effect sizes, which is 0.1 for a small effect, 0.3 for a moderate 

effect, and 0.5 and above for a large effect (Cohen, 1992). 

These analyses performed separately for low- (n = 12) and high-  

(n = 12) emotional participants resulted in similar effects of MB and 

BB on the RTs in the Flanker task as in the total group of participants 

(N = 24), except for one nonsignificant effect of MB versus WN for the 

medium stage of difficulty in the low-emotional group. Mann-Whitney 

U tests indicated that the RTs in the Flanker task for the low- and high-

emotional groups were not significantly different under the WN, MB, 

and BB conditions for any difficulty stage (ps > .05). The median RTs of 

the low- and high-emotional groups are shown in Table 1.

With respect to the quality of performance on the Flanker attention 

task and the Klingberg working memory task, no significant differ-

ences under the WN, MB, and BB conditions were found.

DISCUSSION

The aim of the present study was to examine the effects of MB and 

BB stimulation on cognitive functioning, in particular attention and 

working memory. The expectation was that participants would per-

form better under MB and/or BB as compared to WN. In addition, 

the potential differential effects of MB versus BB were examined. With 

respect to personality characteristics, we expected that participants 

with higher levels of emotionality would benefit the most from MB 

and/or BB stimulation. 

The present results indicate that with respect to attention, as meas-

ured by the Flanker task, speed of performance was higher in the MB 

and BB conditions, relative to WN. The calculated effect sizes indicate 

that all significant effects can be considered large.

In contrast to reduced RTs, the number of errors on the 

Flanker task was similar in all conditions. As a consequence, 

the increased speed of attention processes can be assumed not 

to be at the expense of an increase of the number of errors.  

This finding makes it plausible that the enhanced speed of performance 

under MB and BB reflects a higher cognitive efficacy. 

Although the presence of learning effects cannot be excluded, it is 

unlikely. The Flanker task was presented in three blocks of progres-

sively increasing difficulty stages. Each difficulty stage was preceded by 

practice trials. After completing the highest stage of difficulty, the par-

ticipants had to start with the easiest stage in the next condition. The 

alternation of stages can be assumed to interfere with the occurrence of 

transfer of learning. Moreover, no significant order effects were present 

between MB and BB conditions.

The absence of effects of MB and BB on the quality of attention 

in the present study is also in line with previous studies which exam-

ined the relationship between ABS and attention (Crespo et al., 2013; 

Kennel, Taylor, Lyon, & Bourguignon, 2010). In these studies, no 

significant improvement was found in attention performance with BB 

stimulation. Kennel et al. (2010) suggested that the small sample size 

(10 participants in the experimental group) might be an explanation 

for not finding significant results. Crespo et al. (2013) attributed the 

results to the small sample size as well (20 participants in the experi-

mental group) and to the short duration of stimulation (20 min). In the 

present study, a small sample size (24 participants) may have played 

a part as well, but the extent to which duration of stimulation plays 

a role is still unclear. Other authors, who did find a significant im-

provement in performance while listening to BBs, presented ABS for 

Easy Medium Difficult
WN BB MB WN BB MB WN BB MB

Low Emotional .50 (.07) .46 (.07) .48 (.08) .55 (.09) .51 (.10) .50 (.13) .66 (.12) .63 (.07) .62 (.08)
High Emotiona; .66 (.20) .48 (.07) .47 (.09) .60 (.13) .53 (.09) .53 (.08) .80 (.11) .66 (.12) .66 (.13)

TABLE 1.  
Median RT and SDs for Low- and High-Emotional Groups Under White Noise, Binaural Beat, and Monaural 
Beat Condition on Three Difficulty Stages of the Flanker Task

Note. WN = white noise, BB = binaural beat, MB = monoaural beat.
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a relatively long duration (30 min on three different days, Lane et al., 

1998). However, a long stimulation period (20 min, three times a week 

for three weeks) has been found not to yield significant results (Kennel 

et al., 2010), while listening to BBs for only 12 min improved cogni-

tive performance (Kraus & Porubanová, 2015). Thus, it seems that the 

duration of ABS might not be the key factor to improve performance, 

and other, still unknown factors should be examined. 

However, the finding that only speed and not the quality of perfor-

mance on the Flanker attention task improved under the MB and BB 

condition may be explained by a ceiling effect, that is, the low degree 

of difficulty of the Flanker task. The very few errors that were made in 

the entire task might indicate that the task was quite easy, making a 

reduction of errors unlikely.

The present results can be explained as additional evidence that 

MBs and BBs improve the performance on an attention task. However, 

we must consider the possibility that the performance decreased in the 

WN condition compared to the BB and MB conditions. It may be that 

participants were more annoyed under the WN condition than under 

the BB and MB conditions, impairing their performance . Indeed, the 

choice of the control condition is debatable and WN may be less prefer-

able than a control condition with isochronous stimulation or without 

any stimulation. However, about 30% of our participants reported that 

they experienced both WN, BB, and MB as annoying. In spite of this 

experience, performance under the BB and the MB was better relative 

to the equally annoying WN condition.

Notably, isochronous stimulation or no stimulation at all may be 

mind-numbing and thus also impair performance as compared to the 

performance in natural settings. Therefore, by masking BB and MB in 

WN, the specific difference between control and experimental condi-

tion was the additional BB and MB. As a consequence, we are quite 

convinced that the present results indicate an improvement of perfor-

mance under the BB and MB conditions relative to the WN control 

condition.

The MEG and EEG studies regarding the entrainment of neuronal 

oscillations to rhythmic stimulation provide evidence of synchroni-

zation of beta- and gamma-band power with periodic and metrical 

rhythms (Fujioka et al., 2009; Snyder & Large, 2005). Also neural 

oscillations in pulse and meter induction have been suggested as the 

amplitude of the SS-EPs at pulse and meter frequencies was selectively 

enhanced (Nozaradan et al., 2012b). Thus, in the present study, neural 

resonance to 40 Hz MBs and BBs may have  occurred. As this par-

ticular frequency is associated with a high level of awareness (Kaiser & 

Lutzenberger, 2005) and enhanced transmission from one brain region 

to another (Fell & Axmacher, 2011), it is conceivable that neural os-

cillations have contributed to the observed faster performance on the 

Flanker attention task.

In many commercial products, BBs are accompanied by music. It is 

possible that the music mediates the effects described by the users and 

producers. Especially when BBs are intended for relaxation, it seems 

plausible that the music partly induces mood changes in the listener. To 

avoid these kinds of confounding effects and to be able to draw conclu-

sions about the pure nature of the effects of MBs and BBs, the beats in 

the current study were not accompanied by music. Positive significant 

results were found in studies using carrier tones with a frequency of 

respectively 230 and 220.45 Hz, and 240 and 255 Hz (Beauchene et al., 

2016; Kraus & Porubanová, 2015). The carrier tones used in the pre-

sent study were as high as 440 and 480 Hz, and although the BB with 

a carrier tone around 440 Hz has been shown to be perceived the best 

(Oster, 1973), these tones might be too high for comfortable listening. 

Unfortunately, not all studies reported the carrier tones of the BB. It is 

important that future studies are aware of the importance of carrier tones 

and further investigation into which tones are best received is needed. 

With respect to personality characteristics, we expected that high-

emotional people would benefit more from ABS than low-emotional 

people. However, our results show that the whole group of participants 

was, relative to WN, faster under the BB and MB conditions on all 

stages of the Flanker task. In addition, exactly the same results were ob-

served in high-emotional and low-emotional participants. Therefore, 

we have to conclude that the effects of MB and BB are similar in high-

and low-emotional participants.

Contrary to expectation, we found no evidence of any influence of 

ABS on working memory performance. This is not in line with results 

of studies in which improvements in working memory capacity were 

found after listening to alpha and beta BB stimulation, respectively 

(Beauchene et al., 2016; Kraus & Porubanová, 2015). 

The present findings are in line with those of a recent study which 

also found faster reaction times in participants who had listened to 

BBs of 40 Hz (Colzato et al., 2017). In a global-local task, participants 

who had listened to a BB previous to the task were better able to focus 

their attention to target stimuli than participants who had not listened 

to a BB. Similar to the global-local task, in the current study, the par-

ticipants had to switch between reacting to congruent and incongruent 

stimuli in the Flanker Task. Thus, the study of Colzato et al. and the 

present study support the notion that faster attention processing may 

be attributed to the influence of BBs. 

Although MBs and BBs are processed in different ways (Draganova 

et al., 2008), no differences were found between the effects of MBs 

and BBs, which was in line with the participants’ evaluation. The par-

ticipants did not notice any difference between the two sounds. Thus, 

subjective experience may suggest that the MB and BB of 40 Hz have 

similar effects. 

Many aspects of ABS are still unclear. The importance of duration 

of stimulation and the time the effect of auditory beats may persist is 

still unknown. Moreover, it is unclear whether ABS elicits brain en-

trainment or alters brain connectivity. In addition, it is not clear yet 

which particular MB or BB frequency works best to enhance cognitive 

performance and which two carrier tones are most appropriate. With 

respect to personality traits, not everyone is assumed to be affected in 

the same way by auditory beats (Reedijk, Bolders, & Hommel, 2013). 

Moreover, cognitive performance seems to depend on the supply of 

striatal dopamine (Ashby, Isen, & Turken, 1999). Spontaneous eye-

blink rates (EBR), which are a clinical marker of dopamine functioning 

(Karson, 1983), were measured in participants in the study of Reedijk 

et al. Results showed that people with low EBRs (low dopamine lev-
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els) did benefit from BBs, while participants with high EBRs (high 

dopamine levels) did not. This was explained by the assumption that 

low EBRs are associated with less effective cognitive performance and 

therefore, these individuals might have more opportunity to improve 

their cognitive performance. Moreover, musicians may be better at 

processing auditory beats than nonmusicians. Musicians seem not 

only to have a larger gray matter volume of the auditory cortex, but also 

the activity in their cortex after hearing sinusoidal tones seems to be 

larger than normal (Schneider et al., 2002). Indeed, there is increasing 

evidence that the synchronization process between the auditory beat 

and neural activity works better in musicians compared to nonmusi-

cians (Ioannou, Pereda, Lindsen, & Bhattacharya, 2015). 

Because ABS is a safe and noninvasive method to potentially en-

hance cognitive functions, it is worth further study. It is important that 

future studies take individual differences into account.
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